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§ 1. NOTATIONS AND TERMINOLOGY
The additive group of the integers or reals is denoted by Z or R, re-
spectively. The additive semigroup of the nonnegative integers or reals
is denoted by Z+ or R+, respectively. Often we will use the set of non-
negative integers for indexing purposes, and then we will denote it by N.
So 0 E N. N is ordered in the usual way, so by {xn I n E N} we will often
mean a sequence.
Let S be a semigroup. We will call a function f: S ~ R+ a semigroupnorm
on S if it satisfies:
f(x·y);;'f(x)+f(y); f(e)=O,
in which e is the neutral element. Note that we do not require f(x) = 0
if and only if x = e. If we call a semigroupnorm definite, we will mean that
f(x)=O if and only if x=e. Instead of f(x) we will often write [z], and
then we will denote f by the symbol 1*1.
A topology T on a semigroup S will be called a semigroup topology
on S, if S x S --7- S: (a, b) ~ ab is a continuous function in both variables
together; we will then say that <S, T) is a topological semigroup.
When S is abelian and f a semigroupnorm on S, one may define a topology
on S, by taking as basis all sets
x+Ue={x+YI f(y)<E},EER+;
calling this topology T(f), we see that <S, T(f) is a topological semi-
group. For groups we will use similar conventions. If G is a group, a
function f: G --7- R+ will be called a groupnorm, if it is a semigroupnorm
on G and if moreover
f(x) = f(x- l ) for all x E G.
We will call a groupnorm f definite if f(x) = 0 if and only if x = e. When
a group G contains a semigroup S, such that G=S V S-1 and S (l S-I=e,
the symmetric extension of a function f on S to G, that is, the function J
on G, defined byJ(x) = f(x) if XES andJ(x) = f(x- l ) if X-I E S, is a groupnorm
on G if and only if f is a semigroupnorm on G and satisfies moreover
f(z) ;;'f(z.y) + f(y)
f(z);;'f(y·z)+f(y), for all z, yES.
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In this case we will by misuse of langu age call I a groupnorm too. In
that case we will wri te 11*11 in stead of I , and IIxil in stead of I(x). A topology
T on a group G will be ca lled a group topology if G x G --+ G: (a, b) --+ ab-1
is a continuous function with respect to T. In such a case we will call
<G, T > a topological group. If I is a groupnorm on G, then {U, le > 0,
e E R+} constitutes a basis of neighborhoods a t e, where U, = {x E GI/(x) < s ].
F urthe rmore, {x · U,lx E G, e> 0, e E R+} constitutes a basis of neighbor-
hoods of G for a topology on G, which we denote by T(f) . <G, T(f) >
is t hen a topological group, which is Hausdorff if and only if I is definite.
A topological group jJf will be called monothetic, if it contains a dense
cyclic subgroup. If jJf is monothetio H ausdorff and not finite, then jJf
contains a dense infinite cyclic subgroup. A topological group S will be
called solenoidal, or a solenoid , when it contain s a dense copy of R, more
precisely , when there exists a continuous inj ective homomorphism of R
into S, with dense image.
As there is a one-one correspondence between complete monothetic
Hau sdorff topological groups with given dense in finit e cyclic subgroups,
and group topologies on Z, we will mainly deal with groupnorms on Z .
Because different groupnorms may give rise to the sa me topology , we
will pay attention to the problem of determining under which conditi ons
t wo groupnorms define differen t t opologies. Let I be a groupnorm on G,
and let C be the completion of G with respect t o I. If C is compact , then
I will be called a compact norm. If a groupnorm I on G is not defini te ,
H = {xl/ (x)= O} is a norm al subgroup , and I induces a definit e groupnorm
I' on G/H. If on this group G/H, I' is a compact groupnorm, we will also
say t ha t I is compact. Similar conventions we will use for the concepts
discrete, locally compac t an d totally disconnected and for dimensionali ty .
§ 2. C AT E GORICAL PItELIMINARI ES
1. Definition. NG is the category of normed abelian groups with
normdecreasing morphisms, the objects of which are pairs <G, I > of
an abelian group G and a groupnorm I on G, and with morphisms
o:<G, I >--+ <G', I' >which are homomorphisms o: G --+ G' that satisfy
l(x) ~I'(e(x)).
2. Lemm a. NG is a ca tegory with limits, colimits , kernels and
cokernels. NG is not exact and no t additi ve.
Proof. Let {< G", I" >I<X E A } be a set of objects in NG . Then
<LG", L I" >is their sum in the category NG . By LI" is meant the
fun ction I on L G" defined by I( {x,,})= L "EA I,,(x,,) . Let e,,: <G", I" >--+
--+ <H, h >be morphisms in NG. Then the e" factor uniquely through
LGa , algebraically , and for e= L e,,: G" --+ H holds:
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so Lea is normdecreasing and e: ( L Ga, la ) -+ <H , h ) is a morphism
in NG.
The product of {( Ga, [; ) liX E A} is <IlBGa, sup la ) , where IlBGa=
= {{xa} ElIGalSUp l a(Xa) < oo}and I = sup la is defined on IIBGIX by I( {XIX }) =
= sup {11X(xlX) liX E A}.
Let elX: <H , h ) -+ <Ga, l a ) be morphisms in NG. Then, because
h(x) ~ /1X (ea (x ) ) for all x, {ea(x)} E IlBGa; moreover Ileais indeed decreasing,
because h(x) ~ l a(ea(X)) for all iX, implies (sup la)({ea(x)}) ~ h(x). Incidentally,
observe that in case A is finite, sums and products coincide if and only if
l; = 0 for all IX.
It is easy to verify that e: <G, I ) -+ <G', f' ) is a monomorphism or an
epimorphism if and only if e is algebraically a monomorphism or epi-
morphism, respectively . This holds for epimorphisms because I need not
be definite.
Let e: (G, I) --+ <G' , f' ) be a morphism in NG.
Let ker e be the algebraic kernel of e; then ( ker e, Ilker e) is the
kernel of e in NG , and G'le(G), with the norm f" defined by f"(x+eG)=
= inf1lEaf'(x +y), is the cokernel of e in NG. Let both e and e' be morphisms:
( G, I ) --+ <G', f' ). Let E be the algebraic equalizer of e and e'.
Then <E, liE ) is the equalizer of e and r/ in NG . Let Go be the image
of e-e'. Then the coequalizer of e and e' in NG is the cokernel of
( Go, I IGo ) --+ <G, I ) in NG. It follows that NG has arbitrary limits
and colimits. However, a monomorphism is usually not a kernel, nor is
an epimorphism a cokernel: la: <G, 21 ) --+ <G, I ) is both monic and
epic but, if I is not constant zero , it is neither a kernel nor a cokernel.
As product and sum are not equal, the addition of morphisms is not
definable by categorical means, and by assuming some composition law
that satisfies distributivity, we find that already for cyclic groups the
group properties of Hom (X, X) are violated. We remark that the forget-
ful functor F to the category of abelian groups (F(<G, I »)= G) preserves
finite limits and arbitrary colimits but not infinite products, in general.
A category related to NG is the category N(G), to be defined presently.
3. Definition. N(G), the category of partial norms on G, consists
of pairs <H, I), in which H is a subgroup of G and I a groupnorm
defined on H and with morphisms <H, I ) --+ <H' , f' ) if and only if
He H' and I(x) ~ f'(x) for all x E H. For <H, I ) E N(G) , I is called a
partial norm on G, with domain H.
4. Lemma . N(G) has arbitrary products, and arbitrary sums; be-
cause between two objects in N(G) there is at most one morphism, N(G)
has trivially equalizers and coequalizers. So N(G) has arbitrary limits and
colimits.
Proof. Let {< Hs, la ) jiX E A} be a set of partially defined group-
norms on G. For a partially defined groupnorm I with some subgroup H
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as domain, <II, f) --+ <H IX, fIX) implies Hen IIIX and f(x) 2f(x) for
all x E H. Hence we see that the product in N(G) of the <H IX, fIX) is
<H,f) with II={xE nlXEA HlXlsupl,(x)<oo} and f(x)=SUPIXEA f,,(x), for
all x E II. For a partially defined norm f on H such that <H IX, fIX) --+
--+ <H, f), II J UIXEA H IX; if for x E H holds X= L x", with XIX E H IX,
then f(x):c;:Lf(xa). Hence we see that the sum in N(G) of the <H IX, f,,)
is just <H, f), with for H the subgroup generated by U"EA Hs, and
with groupnorm f defined as follows. Let ex be the set of functions
h: A --+ G: iX --+ h" E H", such that h; = 0 for all but a finite set of iX E A,
and L"EA h; = x, then f(x) = infhEB" LaEA flX(ha).
We see moreover, that the product of <H a, fa) in N(G) equals the
intersection of III{< Hs, fa )liX E A} C II{GliX E A} with the diagonal of
the latter, and that the sum in N(G) of the <Hs, fa) equals the image
of Ld< Hs, fa )JiX E A} C L {G!iX E A} under the codiagonal map {xlX } -+
--+ LaEA XaE G, and equipped with the quotient norm. In this, III and LI
stand for the product and the sum respectively in NG.
The meaning of the sum operation in this category N(G) is seen from
the following
5. Lemma. Let {taliX E A} be a set of group norms on G, then the
maximal groupnorm f on G that satisfies f(x) -;;;;, fa(x) for all x is just the
norm of L {< G, fIX )!iX E A} in the category N(G).
Proof. Trivial.
§ 3. MAXIMAL EQUATIONALLY DEFIXED GROUPNORMS
From this section on, all groups will be abelian. We will usc the additive
notation for the group operations.
6. Lemma. Let G be an abelian group and Go-{glliEN} a set of
elements of G, generating G; let Pv- {PIli E N} C R+ be a corresponding
set of reals. Then there exists a groupnorm f satisfying
f(gt} = PI for all i E N
if and only if for all j EN:
implies
Pi -;;;;, Li'!'; !cllpi.
If this is satisfied, then the largest such groupnorm is given by
Jigil = infu-l:cjuj L IClipl
Proof. For every gi, consider the group Hi, generated by gl, and the
norm It on it defined by
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Clearly It is a norm on Ht. The largest norm on G satisfying
is also the largest norm on G sat isfying
l(g) ~/t(g) for g E Hi, for all i EN,
and t his is equal t o the norm on G defined by <G, I >= I <Hi , It >,
where the sum is taken in the category N( G) , so that it is given by
I(g) = infg~~Clgl I ICt lpt .
Now I(gt)= Pt for all i EN, if and only if for all j E N, gj= ! Ctgt implies
Pj ::£ ! /Ctlpt.
7. Lemma. Suppose {nili E N} is a strictly increasing sequence of
nonzero positive integers such t hat nt lni+l. Put nt+1(nt)-l = kt, and suppose
that {ptli E N} is a seq uence of positive nonzero reals. Then the condition
(i) Pj::£ ! Hi ICtl pt whenever nj= !hi Ctni for a ll j E N is equivalent with
(ii) Pj+1 ~ kjpj for a ll j E N.
No te that (i) is just t he condition of Lemma 6.
If (i) or (ii) holds , t hen for all nE Z, Ilnli = I:o!ctlpt, in which a finit e
number of ct are unequal to 0 and Ictl < k; for all i E N and Ct = 0 if nt-l ~ n
or if nm ln.
Proof. Condition (i) implies condition (ii), because nj+1 = kjnj. Suppose
(ii) is given . First we will in troduce some new terminology.
A decomposition n = I ctnt such that Ictl < kt for all i E N is called a
reduced decomposition. A decomposition n= ! ctnt, of n E Z+, such that
O ~ ct <kt is called a positive reduced decomposition . Clearly every n E Z+
has a unique positive reduced decomposition. We call a decomposition
reduced up to t when ICtl < kt holds for i ~t.
Let Mt(z) = inf {! [ctlpt I Z= I Ctnt is reduced up to t }. We prove that
Mt(z) is a nonincreasing function of t. Suppose this is not true. Then for
certain t there is a decomposition z = ! Ctni, JCtl < kt for i ::£ t, ICt+l1 ~ kt+l'
such that I /Ctlpt > I [dt!pt, if z = ! dint is reduced up to t + 1. Ct+1 =
= mkt+l+ et+l with sign (Ct+1) = sign (et+l) = sign(m) and /e t+l l< kt+1 . Put
et+2= Ct+2+ m and ei=Ct for i=/= t + l , t +2. Now Z= I etnt and t his is
reduced up to t+ 1. Hence
0 > ! !Ct!Pt - ! I€ll pt = (lct+1I-let+ll)pt+l + (ICt+21- !et+2 l)p t+2 =
= Im !kt+1Pt+1 + (ICt+2I- et+2 l)p t+2~ (1m!+ IC t+21 -!et+2l)pt+2 ~ 0
which is a contradiction.
Now /zl~ nt for a cert ain t. We can suppose, because of the above, that
there is, for any given e> 0, a decomposition z = ! Ctnt, reduced up to t ,
such that IIzll+ e> ! ICt/Pt.
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Now Z= L:=o Ctnt+ !.':t+l Ctnt· The first summand of the right hand
member is less than nt+1, hence 2nt+1 > Iz - L:~o Ctntl = I L:t+t Ctntl E nt+1Z.
Hence either z- L:-o Cint=O or Iz- 2:-0 Ctnt! =nt+1. In the second case
it follows that Ct+1 =1= 0, because Ct+1 = ° implies nt+1 E nt+2Z, which is
impossible.
Hence in both cases, by putting dt = Ct for i < t+ 1 and dt+1 = 0, + 1, - 1,
as the case may be, we find: z = 2 dtnt (reduced decomposition) and
2:~~ Idilpi~ 2 ICilpi ~ Ilzll + e. So we find that
Ilzll = inf {2:~~ ICilpi I z = L:~~ CiPi, reduced decomposition}
if z~nt. Moreover, let njlz. Then for a reduced decomposition Z= 2:-0 Cint
holds I~:~ Cinil <nj hence ~:~ Ctnt=Z- 2:~i Cini E njZ implies ~:~ em;
=0. So 2:=; Ctni= 2:=0 Cini and clearly 2:~i ICilpi~ 2:~0 ICilpt. To find
Iinill, we just have seen that we may restrict our selves to reduced decom-
positions: ni = Cini, from which follows Ci = 1, and hence Ilntll = Pi.
So for all t holds:
Pt= inf {2 ICilpi I2 Cini=nt}~ inf {2Ht ICilnt I 2Ht Ctni = nt}.
We have proved that (ii) implies (i).
8. Definition. Let nt and Pt be sequences as in 7. For z E Z+
/zlsij 2;':0 CiPi if z = 2;':0 Cini is the positive reduced decomposition of z.
9. Lemma. 1*ls is a semigroupnorm on Z+.
Proof. Let Z= 2Ctni be a positive decomposition and z-c.tu, Then
clearly i > t implies Ci = 0, so we have only to prove that
SMt(z)ij inf {2 CiPil 2 Ctni = z is positive and reduced up to t}
is a nonincreasing function of t. As this proof is literally the same as
the proof of the fact that M t (of the previous lemma) is nonincreasing,
we omit it. Having established this, we see that
Izis = inf { 2 Ciptl 2 Ctnt = z is positive decomposition}
and hence that
Iz+yls~ Izls+ jYls,
because if Z= 2 cau and Y= 2 dint, then 2 (ci+di)ni is a positive decom-
position of z+y.
To facilitate computations we observe:
10. Lemma. Let ni, Pt be as before. Then for all z E Z+,
Ilzll = inf {Iz+yls+ Iyls lyE Z+, y<nt} if z~nt.
Proof. For every reduced decomposition Z= L:~~ Cini, we write
x= L:~~ max (Ci, O)nt;u> - L:~~ min (Ct, O)nt. Then 2 CiPi= /xls+ Iyls=
= Iz +Yis+ Iyls. Furthermore Ct+1 ;;;: 0, because otherwise y > nt+1 and x ~ nt+1
which contradicts z;;;: 0.
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As a corollary to this and the previous lemmas we :find:
11. Lemma. The set of Y such that Ilzll = Iz+YI,+ IYI, contains a
Y E Z+ such that if Y = L Cj~ and Y+z = .L b,n, are reduced decompositions,
then, for all i EN, at most one of c" be is unequal zero.
Proof. Obvious.
12. Definition. Any Y E Z+, such that IIzll= Iz+yl,+ IYI, will be
called minimizing.
We now turn to a slightly more general situation.
13. Lemma. Let G be an abelian group and 8 a subsemigroup of G,
containing zero, and such that 8 U -8=G and 8 n -8=0. Let 1*1, be a
semigroupnorm on 8, then the largest groupnorm t on G, such that
t(x) ~ lxi, is given by
j(x)= infl/IS (lx+yl,+ IY\,) for x E 8.
Proof. j(x) ~ lxi, for x E 8, and if t' is any groupnorm satisfying
t'(x)~!xl" then on 8 will hold t'(x)~t'(x+y)+t'(Y)~lx+YI,+IYls,for all
Y E 8, hence t'(x)~t(x). We prove that t is a groupnorm.
t(x + y) + j(y) = inf.1S (!x+Y+ zl,+ Izl,)+ inf.,1S (IY + z'\s+ Iz'I,) =
= infziS.•,ES (Ix+y+zl,+ Izl,+ ly+z'I,+ Iz'I,)~
~ inf,ES.,'eE (lx+y+z+z'I,+ ly+z+z'I,) ~
;;:;; infl/'eE (lx+y'I,+ ly'ls)=j(x).
14. Lemma. Let G and 8, and 1*ls be as in 13. Let the largest
groupnorm which is majorized by I*!, on S be denoted by 11*11. Let T
be the topology on G induced by 11*11. Let V.= {g E Sllgl,< s]. Then the
sets W.= V.- V. form a basis of open neighborhoods of 0 for T.
Proof. Clearly if x E Wi', then x=z-Y, with [x-t-y[,= Izl,<!s,IYI,<ts,
hence Ix+yld-IYI'<s and consequently Ilxll<e. Furthermore if Ilxll<s,
then there is YES, such that !x-ly!s+ lyl,<s, hence x+y E V., Y E V.,
hence x=x+Y-Y E W•. If Ue=c {xi Ilxll <s} we have found that Wie C
C U, C We' Moreover We is open, because if x, Y E V., then there is a <5
such that Ix!,+<5<s, [y!,+<5<s. Then for z E Ud C Wd , x-y+z=x-y+
+Zl-Z2, where IZ1!,<<5, IZ2I,<<5, and x-yt-Z=X+Z1-(Y+Z2). Jx+z1Is<
< Ixl,+[zll,< Ixl,+<5<s, and also IY+Z2I,<<5, hence x-y+ Ud C W•.
15. Lemma. Let G, S, I*!s, 11*11 be as in 14. and 15. Suppose Ilxll=
= Ix+YI, i-IYI,· Then [Y!s= !IYII and Ilx+YII = Ix+YI,·
Proof. Suppose that, on the contrary, there exist Yo, Y1 E 8, such that
at least one of the two inequalities IY+Yol,+ IYol,~ [yl,; IX-t-Y+Y1I,+ IY1I,~
~lx+yls is strict. Then [y+Yol,+IYol,;-lx+Y+Y1I,+IY1I,<llxll, hence
IY+YO+Y1I,+ Ix+y-t-YO+Y1I,< Ilxll, whieh is a contradiction.
20 Indagationes
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16. Definition. An MRD (maximal relationally defined) groupnorm
on Z will be a pair <Z, 11*11 > in whieh 11*11 is the largest groupnorm
on Z satisfying a set of relations
111lill -;;' pt,
in which {1li li E N} and {pdi E N} are given sets in Z ! and R+ respectively.
An ~iED (maximal equationally defined) groupnorm on Z will be a
pair <z, 11*11 >in whi ch 11*11 is the largest groupnorm on Z satisfying
a set of equations
IIntli = Pt; nt, Pt as above.
An MRD-group will be a pair <a, f >in which f is the largest group-
norm on G satisfying a given set of relations of the form f(gi) -;;'Pt (gt E (}
and Pt E R+ given); an MEV-group is defined analogously. We will, when
no danger of confusion is present, use "MRD-group" and "MED-group"
instead of "MRD-groupnorm on Z" and "MED-groupnorm on Z".
A DS-group (decreasing subgroups) will be a pair <Z , 11*11> in which
11*11 is the largest norm on Z satisfying a set of relations IInt ll = Pi; in which
lttl1li+l and Pt1li H ~Pi+lnt, for all i ; and in which ntH > nt for all i and
no = 1. By kt we will mean ntH/nt. The norm on a DS-group we will call
aDS-norm.
§ 4. AN APPROXIMATION THEOREM
In this paragraph we use the method of const ruc t ion for defining a
DS-norm, to prove
17. Lemma. Letpl, .. . P» E R+ bc given such that Pt> 0, for 1 ;:;;' i~ n,
and such that for any j (1~j S n ) and for any al, ... an E Z, j ~ k -I aii
implies PJ-;;' k-t latipt. Thcn there exists an ME Z ' , and a definite group-
norm on Z /(M), such that Iii mod Mil = Pt for all i, 1 -;;' i ::; n.
Proof. Choose jo such that PJofjo~Pt/i for all i , l -;;,i -;;'n. Put f=PJoHo
and let m= maxl:;;t:;;npt. Choose M >3mlf. Because (m/Pn) >.l,
(m/Pn)(Pn/n)~f, hence m/f "?;n, so M~3n. Now define
Ilx mod Mil = inf { 'k-l !atlPt I 'k~l tui "' . x mod M}.
Firstly, we claim that the infimum is a minimum. IIx mod M II :S; !xlpl,
hence L latl ~ Ixlpl(min pt}-l , which limits the possibilities for the choice
of the at to only a finite number. Next wc claim that, if O~x~M/3, for
the minimum holds 'k-l ati= x. For suppose 'k-l ati=x +tM, with t~O.
Thcn 'k-l latlpt = 'k=l lat li(Pt/i)~f 'k~l l atl i~ fl 'k-l ad l =f lx +tMI ;::;;
~fJM >lfM +m.
On the other hand, x=[xfjo]jo +jx, with O ~fz; $.jo (we suppose x >O).
We observe that [x/jo] -;;, xfjo~M/(3jo), hence 'k-l latlpt> ~1?JO + m <;
~ [xfjO]Pio+PJo' which is a contradiction. ·iJo
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We have found that
(*) Ilx mod Mil = min {! lutlpl I! aii = x mod M}
and
(**) Ilx mod MII= min {! lailpi I !aiPi=x} if 0~x~Mj3.
As M>3n, Mj3>n. Hence (**) is in particular true for O~x~n. Because
of the condition in the statement of the lemma and (**), it follows
IIi mod Mil = Pi; because of (*) 11*11 is a groupnorm.
18. Lemma. Let PI, ... pn E R+ be given as in 17. Then there exists
a definite compact groupnorm 11*11 on Z, such that Ilill = Pi for 1~ i ~n.
Proof. Choose M, and a groupnorm 11*111 on Zj(M), such that Ililll=pi
for 1~ i ~ n. Take any compact definite norm 11*112 on Z such that IIxll2 <
< minl;;;i;;;nPi for all x E Z. Define Ilxll = max (11x mod Mill, IIxI12). Clearly
11*11 is definite and compact.
19. Theorem. Every groupnorm on Z is, as a function on Z, a
pointwise limit of compact groupnorms. Every definite groupnorm on Z
is a pointwise limit of definite compact groupnorms on Z.
Proof. Clear from the preceding.
§ 5. THE TOPOLOGY OF DS-GROUPS
In this and the following paragraphs we will obtain necessary and
sufficient conditions for the systems {ni} and {pi} such that the completion
of a DS-group defined by these is compact, Hausdorff or discrete. We
will compute the dimension of the DS-groups as well. We will compute
the minimizing y for a given z and we will obtain partial results about
the topological equivalence of two DS-norms. When two DS-norms are
defined relative to {ni}, {pi} on one hand and relative to {ni}, {pi'} on
the other, we will find necessary and sufficient conditions such that these
two norms give the same topology on Z. We will express these conditions
in terms of {Pi} and {pi'} and {ki } .
Needless to say, DS-groups, MED- and MRD-groups are all monothetic
groups; every normed monothetic group is a sum of DS-groups in the
category N(Z). We will not stress this point, because, for any norm I
on Z, <Z, I) is evidently a sum of <nZ, In), where In(nk) = Ikl/(n),
in the category N(Z}. The projective limits of DS-groups will, on the
contrary, yield interesting groups: we will see that, by taking projective
limits over uncountable index systems, we can obtain group topologies T
on Z with the property that <Z, T) is a complete nondiscrete Hausdorff
topological group; we will find that the set of all such topologies is of
the same cardinality as the set of all topologies on Z.
Now we will introduce some new terminology.
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In this and the following sections we will consider sequences {nili E N} C
C Z+ and {pili E N} C R+ such that {ki= ni+1 li E N} C Z+, no= I and
ni
pi+l~kiPi for all i EN. Then we will denote by 11*11 the DS-norm satisfying
IIntll = Pi for all i and we will omit the subscript 8 in 1*18' We recall from
section 3 that for all ZEZ+, Ilzll=lz+YI+lyj, for some Y EZ+; that
moreover from Z~nt follows y~ni. Such a y we call minimizing for z.
We will write
thereby meaning Z= L:o aini (positive reduced decomposition). We will
say: z equals at on the t-th place.
We define functions P, and Pt : Z+ --+ Z+ for all t, by Pt(z) = L:-o aau
and Pt(z) = L:t aeni, again when Z= L:o aini is positive reduced decom-
position. We define P t8=PtP8=P8Pt. Observe that z=Pt(z)+pt+1(z) for
all t.
Let Z= ~o aint, let s> L:o bini, y+z= ~o Cini and suppose y is
minimizing for z. Then whenever
holds, we will say that the places t through 8 contribute A (at least A)
to the norm of z. We have already remarked that at most one of bi, Ci
is unequal to zero.
20. Lemma. (i) The topology on a DS-group is nondiscrete if and
only if lim inf tEN Pi = O.
(ii) The topology on a DS-group is non-Hausdorff if and only if Pi=O
for a certain i. In that case 11*11 is a compact norm.
Proof. Clear.
21. Lemma. Let <z, 11*11 > be a nondiscrete DS-group. If
Z':o kiPi<OO then the completion of Z for the II*II-norm is compact (that
is, 11*11 is a compact norm).
Proof. Consider {qi= k:. kjpjli E N} and also {q( = inf {pjlj ~i}li EN}.
If !:o kePi< 00 and Pi> 0 for all i, then {qt} and {qt'} are sequences that
are monotonic decreasing to O. Consider the norms e and e' on Z defined
by e(Z)=qi if and only if z E niZ\ni+1Z; and e'(z)=q( if and only if
z E ntZ\ni+1Z.
The algebraic identity maps <z, e>--+ <z, 11*11 >--+ <z, e' >are norm-
decreasing and the map <z, e'>--+<z, e) is continuous. The completion
of Z for e as well as for e' is just lim proj {Z/(ni)li EN} with the usual
compact topology. As the II*II-topology is both coarser and finer than
this topology, the lemma follows.
22. Lemma. (i) If kt = 2 and z equals 0 on the t - I-st place and
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1 on the t-th place, then the t - I-st place and the t-th place contribute
together at least !Pt to the norm of z.
(ii) If kt i= 2 and z is less than kt/2on the t-th place, then the t-th place
contributes at least atpt to the norm of z,
Proof. (We adopt the notation for z, the minimizing y and y+z
introduced in the remarks preceding 20.) (i) Suppose bt=Ct=O. It follows
that Ct-l = 0 and bi-: = kt- 1 - 1. Hence if the t-th place contributes less than
Pt, it contributes 0, and the t-I-st place contributes at least
(kt -1 - 1)pt-l ~ !(kt- 1)pt-l~ !Pt.
(ii) Not both bt and Ct equal zero, for if bt=O, Ct=at or at+ 1, because
the latter is not equal to kt. Hence min (bt, Ct)~ min (kt-at-I, at) and
because 2at < kt, at;S kt - at - 1. Hence pt(bt+Ct) ~ atpt.
23. Lemma. Suppose L:oktpt=oo. Then the norm 11*11 is an un-
bounded function on Z.
Proof. Either ~o k2tP2t=00 or L.':o k2HIP2Hl=00 or both. In the
first case define ZM= L:~o atnt, in which at= 0, if i is odd, at= [(kt-I)!2]
if i even and kt i= 2, and at = 1 if i even and kt = 2.
Then the contribution of the 2j-th and the 2j -I-st place for 1~j~M
as well as the contribution from the 2j-th place for j = 0 equal at least
(k2}P2}!4)P2). If k2) = 2 this follows from 22 (i). If k2} > 2 this follows from
22 (ii) and the inequality x!4~[(x-I)!2] for any XEZ+, x>2. Hence
IlzM11 ~ z:.o (k2}P2j)!4. By choosing M large enough we find arbitrarily
large IlzMII.
Similarly, if L:o k2HIP2Hl=00, we define ZM by at=O if i is even, and
at=[(kt-I)!2] if i is odd and kti=2, and at=I if i is odd and kt=2.
So we have
24. Theorem. A DS-norm defined relative to {nt}, {pt}, is compact
if and only if ~o ktpt < 00, is Hausdorff if and only if Pt> 0, for all i,
and is nondiscrete if and only if lim inf Pt = O.
Proof. 20., 21., 23.
We will now compute thc dimension of DS-groups. First we introduce
a new terminology. Let {nt}=D and ({nt}, {pd)=n be given. Then
{ntZli EN} is a basis of neighborhoods at 0 for a compact group topology
of Z, which we will call the D-topology. The completion of Z for the
D-topology is lim proj Z!(nt) = GI}' A sequence of positive integers
{Z}= ~o aUnt (pos. reducedjlj E N}
is a Cauchy sequence for the D-topology if and only if {at}} becomes station-
ary for every i. Therefore we also call the D-topology the topology of
coordinatewise convergence. n defines a DS-norm and hence a group
topology which we will call the n-topology. The completion of Z with
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respect to the n-topology we will call G". If G" is locally compact, that
is, compact or discrete, then G,,=Go or G,,=Z respectively and dim G,, =O.
From now on we will suppose that G" is not compact or discrete. The
n-topology being finer than the D-topology, we have a continuous morphism
rp: G" -+ Go. We will prove that rp is injective, and we will construct a
n-Cauchy-sequence of integers converging to z E Gm if L:o Ct~=rp(z) is
given. The main difficulty is that Zt= ~-o Ct~ may fail to be a Cauchy
sequence, even though lim Zt= rp(z) in the U-topology. A subsequence of
Zt will do , however.
We extend the definitions of P, and P' :
25. Definition. Pi: Z -+ Z+ satisfies Pt(x) =nt+l -Pt(-x) and pt+l:
Z -+ Z satisfies Pt(x)+pt+l(x)=x for all x E Z.
26. Definition. Q: NxZ+xZ+-+ {a, I} is defined as follows:
Q(t, x, y)=o if pt(Pt-I(X)+Pt-l(y))=o,
Q(t, x, Y)= 1 if pt(Pt-I(X)+Pt-l(y))=nt.
27. Lemma. For At=Pt or At=pt+l holds At(x+y)= ± (At(x)+
+At(y))+rnt+l, in which r=O, +1, -1, and consequently
Proof. By checking the cases x>O, Y>O, and x> -Y>O.
28. Lemma. Let Z E Z+ and let Y be minimizing for z. Then
(i) If Q(t+1,y,z)=0, IlPt(z)II+IIPt+l(z)II=lIzll.
(ii) If Q(t+ 1, y, z) = 1, IlPt(z) 11 + IIpt+1(z)lI- 2pt+l~ IIz/i.
Proof. (Here and in the following we omit the brackets following a
function symbol, when no danger of confusion is present)
IlPtzll + IIPH lzl1 ~ IIzll = IY + z] + Izi =
= IPt(y+z)1 + IPt+l(y+z)1+ IPtyl + IPt+lyl =
= IPty+Ptz-rnt+ll + Ipt+ly+pt+lz+rnt+ll + IPtyl + Ipt+1y! =
= IPtY+Ptz!-2rpt+1 + jpt+1y + pt+1z + rnt+ll + IPty+pt+1yj + rp t+1 1~
~ IPtyl + IPty+Ptzl- 2rpt+1 + /PH1Z+(pt+1y + rnt+dl + IPt+1y + rnt+ll~
~ IlPtzll + /lpt+1z/l- 2rpt+1,
in which r=Q(t+ 1, y, z). If r= °it follows that equality holds throughout.
If r= 1, (ii) follows.
29. Lemma. Let z E Z+ and let y be mmimtzmg for z. Suppose
Q(t, y, z)=r, then pty is minimizing for Ptz-i-rn«,
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Proof. Let y' = p ty' be minimizing for ptz+rnt. Put y" =Pt-lY+Y'.
Then
IIzll = Iz+YI + Iy[ = !pt -l(z+y)I -I'!Pt(z-t- y)1 + !Pt-lyl + Iptyl =
= iPt-l(Z +y)1 + IPt-lyl+ iPtz + pty +- rnti + IPtYI ~
~ IPt- l ( ~ +- Y)I+ !Pt 'lyl +- \p tz i Tnt+y'l+ Iy'l = IZ 1 y"l+ ly"l 2;: Ilzll,
hence equality holds throughout and in particular
Iptz :- rnt -:- y' l+ Iy'l = iPtz +Tnt +ptY I+ iPtYI
and the result follows.
30. Lemma. Let z E Z+, y be minimizing for z and let notation be
as in 22. Then
[i) Q(t -I-1, y, z) = 1 implies bt = kt - at - Q(t, y, z) and Ct = 0;
(ii) Q(t j- 1, y , z) -= 1 and at ""'°implies Q(t, y , z) = 1.
Proof. Q(t +1, y, z)= 1 implies b, i Q(t, y , z)+ at= cd· kt. Because at +
+ Q(t, y, z )?;' kt it follows that bt ~ct. As by 11., at most one of bt,ct is
unequal zero, hence Ct = 0, and (i) holds. If moreover at = °then k; » b, =
= kt - Q(t, y , z), hence (ii).
31. Lemma . Let z, y be as in 30. Suppose Pt-l >Pt, and at-2=at-l = 0.
Then Q(t, y, z) = o.
Proof. Suppose not. By 30. follows Q(t--2 ,y,z)=Q(t-l,y,z)=
-= Q(t, y, z)= 1 and bt-l ~kt-t-l, bt-2 ~~kt-z-l , Ct -l=Ct-2 =0. By 29.,
L:, (bi+Ci)Pi = IlPtz -+ nt ll. Choose y' minimizing for P'z, Hence, if we put
y'= 2:'- ,b/ n/, p tz t-y' = ~t ct'ni and liPtz!l=-= ~t(bt +Ct')Pi.
Let
Then
, " ,t-3 ,""',Z Ty = ki-o CiniT nt 2 -~- k =tCt nt·
Now
°~ (Iz +y"j r ly"I) ·- (iz+YI r Iyl) -=
= (1- (kt-2-1))pt -2 + (l-kt-1)pt-l + IIPtz lf - liPtz + ntll =
= (2 - kt-Z)pt-2 r (2 - kt-1)pt-l - pc-: + liPtzl\ - !IPtz +nt ll ~
~ -pt-l+ IIn tll= -Pt -l+Pt <O,
which is a contradiction ; we have used that k i ? 2 for all i.
32. Lemma . Suppose Z= ... ,0,0, at, ... and pt-l>pt. Then Ilzll=
= IIPt··lzll -t- IIPtzll.
Proof. 31. and 28.
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33. Definition. Let n= {{nt}, {Pt}} be given. A subset A c x will
be called limiting for n, when lim {Ptli E A} = 0; A C N will be called
maximal decreasing when {pt[i E A} is monotonic strictly decreasing to
zero and when for two consecutive elements j, j' E A holds: j < t < j'
implies Pt ~Pj.
Remark. When Gn is compact, N is limiting. When Gn is non-discrete
and Hausdorff, limiting and maximal decreasing subsets of N exist.
34. Lemma. For x E Gm and A eN limiting, {Pj-l(x)lj E A} is a
Cauchy sequence with respect to the n-norm, converging to x. Conse-
quently g; is injective.
Proof. Choose a Cauchy sequence {xmlm E N} C Z+, converging to x.
Choose s, and let MEN be such that m ~M and n ~M implies Ilxm- xnll <
< e/4. First observe that for all j EN,
holds by 27. and 28. Let J E N be such that j~J and j E A implies XM<ni
and Pi<e/8. For each j~J such that j E A, choose m=m(j) so large that
Pj-IXm=Pj-IX. Then we have from t-) with n=M:
whence
IIPjxml1= IIxm- Pj-Ixil < 3e/4.
Hence IIxn- Pi-IXII ~ Ilxn- xmll + Ilxm- Pi-Ixil < e.
We conclude: for every e>O there exist M and J such that, if n>M,
j~J and jEA,
Hence {Pj-Ixlj E A} is a Cauchy sequence with the same limit as
{xnln EN}, which finishes the proof.
35. Lemma. Let x E g;(Gn ) and let {xn } C Gn be such that g;x=
= lim g;xn eoordinatewise, then x = lim Xn (in the n-topology) if and only
if lim Ilxnll = Ilxli.
Proof. Obviously the condition is necessary. Suppose lim IIxnll = IIxli.
Then {Pj-Ixlj E A} converges in the n-topology to x. Choose e» 0 arbitrary
and j E A such that IllPi--Ixll-llxllla < e/6 and Pi< e/12. Here, Ixla stands
for the usual absolute value of x E R. Choose M such that n > M implies
IlIxnll-lIxllla< e/6 and Pi-IXn=Pj-IX. Then, for n>M,
IIxnll ~ IlPi-Ixnll + IIpixnll- 2pj~ IIxnll-llxll + IIxll-llPi-Ixll + 2Pi~
~ Illxnll-lIxllla+ I IIxll-IIPj-lXIl la+ 2Pi< e/2.
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Hence, for n, m>M,
Ilxn - xmll = IIPJxn- pJxmli SIIPJxnll-l-IIPJxml\ < e.
So {xnln E N} is a Cauchy sequence in the n-topology.
36. Lemma. The D-topology and the n-topology coincide on all
spheres Sr= {xll\xll =r}, r E R+.
Proof. By 35., a sequence on S; converging to a point ,I: of 8 r rolat.ive
to the {}-topology, also converges to x relative to the n-topology. 1-;0 the
identity map <Sr, {} >-+ <Sr, n) is continuous and being the inverse
of a continuous map it is also open. Hence <S«, {}) and <Sr, n) are
homeomorphic.
37. Corollary. All spheres S, arc at most zerodimensionul, conse-
quently dim Gn 5. 1.
Proof. Go is zero dimensional, <Sr, n ) is homeomorphic to a sub-
space of Go, hence, if non-empty is zcrodimensional.
The system of balls Br · - {xl Ilxll < r} is a basis of neighborhoods at zero.
Each of these has a boundary of dimension at most zero.
38. Lemma. Suppose that Gn is not compact and not discrete. Then
every open bounded set containing zero has a boundary point.
Proof. Let U be a bounded set containing zero. We will construct
a boundary point of U, hy constructing two Cauchy sequpnees, LJ'll:n f. N} C
C Un Zt- and {Ynln E N} C Z+\U, having the same limit point. For t c: N,
let Gin be the closure of ntZ C Gn. It is easy to sec that Otn is isomorphic
as a normed group with Gn" where
n' = {{nwli EN}, {pt+tii EN}}, if n --, Unt}, {pd}.
Let A be maximal decreasing (compare 33.).
We now construct
{Xnln E N} C Z+, {Ynln E N} C Z+,
{jnln E N} C A, {inln E N, n>O} C A
and
{mnln E N} C N\{O}
recursively as follows.
xo=O. Let t be the smallest element of A suoh that 1/t to.: U. \Vp put
jo=t. Let mo be the smallest positive integer such that m'», f U, for
m'~mo and (mo-t l)nt tt U. \Vc put XI~mOnt and YI ~,rl-: nt. \Ve remark
that trivially IlxI- YIII· -r Pt. Let i l be the smallest element of A such that
nr > Xl, for r = i l - 2 and let h he the smallest element of A such that
it >il and Xl +nlt E U.
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Such a jl certainly exists. Let ml be the smallest number such that
Xl +m'nh E U for m' ~ml and Xl + (ml + l)nh rt= U. Such an ml certainly
exists, because the norm on Xl +Gh " is an unbounded function. Define
X2=XI I-mlnt1 and Y2=X2+nh' Generally, suppose Xl, YI, ii-I, jl-l and ml-l
are defined for l » 1. Then we define ii, jl, ml, Xl+I and YI+l as follows.
We let i l be the smallest number of A such that nr>XI, for r=i l - 2
and let jibe the smallest element of A such that jz> i l and Xl +nil E U.
Such a [t certainly exists, because {Xl -1ntli E A} converges to Xl. Define
mi to be the smallest number such that xI+m'nilE U, for l:<m':<ml,
and Xl + (ml + 1) nil rt= U. Such an ml exists, because the norm is an un-
bounded function on Gil'" hence on XI+Gh". Define Xl+l=XI I-mlnil and
Yl+I =Xl+l +nil' Clearly XII-I-Yl+l=Pil' Furthermore, for LEN, L>O, we
have
and hence, because of the choice of ii, ii, and 32.,
Hence the sequence IlxI11 is monotonic increasing but, because U is
bounded, this sequence is bounded from above, so lim Ilxlll exists. This
implies that lim L~-L Ilmlnizll = 0 if Land K increase beyond any bound.
Equivalently, {Xl} is a Cauchy sequence. Because IIxI- YIII= Pip {YI} is a
Cauchy sequence as well, converging to the same limit as {Xl}. This limit
is hence a boundary point of U.
39. Corollary. IfG"isnotcompactordiscrete,then{llglllgEG}=R+.
Proof. The boundary of every ball B r, that is every sphere Sr, contains
a point.
40. Lemma. The group G" is totally disconnected.
Proof. Each subgroup Gu. is closed of finite index, hence open and
closed. Hence the component of 0 is contained in the intersection of all Gu.,
hence the result.
41. Theorem. A DS-norm defined relative to {{nt}, {Pt}}, is zero-
dimensional if and only if it is locally compact and is one-dimensional
if and only if it is not locally compact. In any case, it is totally disconnected.
Proof. 37., 38., 40.
(To be continued)
